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Abstract

Due to their characteristics, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are
nowadays widely used to accelerate specific parts of applications. In this
thesis, the OmpSs@FPGA tool chain has been extended to try to reduce
the overall communication time due to copies of data when it is possible to
reuse data already in the BRAM of the accelerators.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Due to their characteristics, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are
nowadays widely used to accelerate specific parts of applications. They can
be reprogrammed to implement any possible logic, which helps the process
of verification and evaluation, and also designers can take benefit from their
parallel architecture to achieve improvements in the performance. Because
of this, FPGAs are becoming an alternative to Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs)[1][2][3], even with a better energy throughput[4].

Normally FPGAs consist of four main components: programmable logic
blocks which implement logic functions; programmable routing that con-
nects these logic functions; I/O blocks that are connected to logic blocks
through routing interconnect and make off-chip connections; and Block Ran-
dom Access Memory (BRAM)[5]. The diagram of the basic FPGA structure
and internal components is shown in Figure 1.

As a result, companies and research centers are focusing more on systems
and applications which involve FPGAs. For example, graphic processing has
been accelerated to improve the experience in autonomous car driving[6]
or medical interventions with 3D images[7], but also other fields such as
cryptography[8], security[9] and even data centers have taken benefit from
FPGAs[10]. Apart from that, research has also been done to enhance their
reliability and ease the integration with other systems[11].

Barcelona Supercomputing Center - Centro Nacional de Supercomputación
(BSC-CNS)[12] is one of these involved research centers, and this project
has been developed as an extension of its particular programming model,
OmpSs[13]. Besides, it is also part of the EuroEXA European project which
aims to provide the template for an upcoming exascale system with FPGA
acceleration for computational, networking and storage operations[14].
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Figure 1: Diagram of the basic FPGA structure and internal components

Source: Medium: What are FPGAs?

The OmpSs objective is to extend OpenMP with new directives to sup-
port asynchronous parallelism and heterogeneity. This is achieved by the
use of data-dependencies between the different tasks of the program and
the target construct, which allows to execute tasks in specific architectures
such as GPUs, SMP and FPGAs. However, since the process of targeting
FPGA is more complex than other devices due to aspects like synthesis,
block design or communication, a separate group, OmpSs@FPGA, focuses
to support easily offloading of tasks to FPGA devices in an automatic and
transparent manner to the programmer[15].

During the FPGA task offloading configuration there are several parts
that can be optimized to improve the performance. They can be classified
more or less in software-related, such as the communication between the
different components of the heterogeneous system and the scheduling of
tasks, and hardware-related, such as applying techniques using High Level
Synthesis (HLS) to exploit the inherent parallelism of the FPGA. Besides,
depending on the FPGA and the board targeted some details like frequency
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and address range may differ.
The OmpSs@FPGA ecosystem provides an automatic infrastructure to

execute the original program in the host device and accelerate the requested
task in the FPGA. The programmer has to indicate the direction of the task
parameters (IN, OUT or INOUT), and then it is converted to, at compile
time, an IP (also referred to it as kernel accelerator) and placed in the block
diagram of the Programmable Logic part of the FPGA (PL). During the
execution of the program, the runtime of the OmpSs programming model
will be responsible of submitting the tasks, as well as synchronizing with the
finalization.

Figure 2 shows an execution trace of a matrix multiplication using
OmpSs@FPGA. It is configured with two SMP threads (the first two rows)
that are responsible of submitting the FPGA tasks to the kernel accelerators,
which is depicted in red color. On the other hand, two kernels accelerators
are being used (the last two rows) to execute the FPGA tasks. Their exe-
cution process is divided in three steps: copying in data from the host (in
green), executing the FPGA task (in brown) and copying out data to the
host (in blue).

Figure 2: Execution trace of a matrix multiplication using OmpSs@FPGA

As described in [16], the basic flow is to fetch data from external mem-
ory to on-chip buffer (BRAM), and then feed them into registers and Pro-
cessing Engines (PEs). After the PE computation completes, results are
transferred back to on-chip buffers and to the external memory if necessary.
Even though BRAMs are expensive and have small storage capacity, they
can handle random accesses with much higher performance than the off-chip
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DRAM, which favors only sequential or predictable access patterns[17]. Be-
sides, using local BRAMs in the kernel accelerator allows the programmers
to apply HLS techniques such as data structure partitioning to improve the
overall application performance by accessing, in parallel, to the data struc-
tures.

In Figure 3 a general overview of the different memory spaces that an
input and/or output data of a FPGA task may be placed is shown. It has
to be noticed that the data must be placed in the kernel space of the DRAM
memory to be accessible by the FPGA. As a general rule, once the input
data is transferred to the internal BRAM, the computation of the task can
start; when it finishes, the output data is transferred back to the kernel
space memory.

Figure 3: General overview of the different memory spaces that an input
and/or output data of an FPGA task may be placed.

Even though the OmpSs@FPGA group is constantly working to enhance
the automatic task offloading to FPGA accelerators, there are still several
challenges. One of them is the memory transfers between the host and
the FPGA accelerator; at this moment, the data transfers between user
space and kernel space memory are optimized to be done only when they
are needed. However, the copies between the kernel space and the internal
BRAM of the kernel accelerator are always performed, regardless if it is
necessary to do it because, for example, the input data is already on it. As
can be seen in Figure 2, depending on the application being accelerated the
memory transfers can be the bottleneck, whereas the computation can be
executed rapidly if the FPGA parallelism is correctly exploited. Therefore,
this project focuses on trying to reduce the overall communication time due
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to copies of data when it is possible to reuse data already in the BRAM
of the accelerators. In order to achieve it, several mechanisms have been
developed to analyze and compare their impact in the performance as well
as the resource utilization.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the state of the art. Section 3 describes the experimental setup chosen, such
as the hardware/software resources and the benchmarks evaluated. Section
4 shows a preliminary analysis performed in order to decide the strategy
to mitigate the problem presented on this project. In Sections 5 and 6 the
different explored designs and their details are presented. The experimental
results of these designs when executing the benchmarks are evaluated in
Section 7, which is followed by conclusions and future work in Section 8.
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Chapter 2

State of the art

This section presents the related work that has been done concerning the
topic of this project. To this end, the state of the art has been explored
from two point of views; firstly, from the automatic task offloading to FPGA
accelerators, and secondly, from the methods employed to improve FPGA
executions performance.

On the one hand automatic task offloading to FPGA accelerators has
been explored, as well as applying techniques to enhance the performance.
However, even though memory transfers have been taken into account in the
majority of the research, the data reuse proposed in this project does not
appear to have been explored. Sommer, Korinth, and Koch [18], similar to
OmpSs@FPGA, use OpenMP target directives to offload tasks to FPGA-
based accelerators on the existing Clang infrastructure. Rigamonti et al.
[19] propose an automated framework that allows the transparent execution
of ordinary code on a heterogeneous platform including an FPGA, and dy-
namically adapts its behavior to the execution scenario and workload of the
system. Besides, constant inputs are retained throughout the computations
to reduce the amount of data to transfer. Patyk et al. [20] propose a design
method, which uses the Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) processor
template and the TTA-based Co-design Environment toolset to automate
the design process. Álvarez et al. [21] introduce a new offloading methodol-
ogy which allows both large compatibility with different device architectures
and flexibility in the design of the computation kernels using OpenMP but
not its compiler. In order to support it, a flexible and interoperable de-
veloped runtime infrastructure fully integrates with the standard OpenMP
runtime. Finally, Knaust, Mayer, and Steinke [22] propose to use OpenMP
target offloading making use of the preexisting OpenCL SDK of the FPGA
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vendor. However, it concludes that unnecessary transfers were done, and
both read and write FPGA memory transfers could be reduced by half in
future work.

On the other hand, considerable research has been done with FPGA
architecture to improve the performance of time consuming applications,
and some of them consider data reuse. Zhang and Li [23] propose a ker-
nel design to implement Convolutional Neural Network accelerators using
OpenCL FPGA that takes into account the memory bandwidth. While it
improves the computational resources utilization by increasing the on-chip
data reuse, it also minimizes the random data access penalty from external
memory. Yuxin Wang et al. [24] present an automated optimization flow
(AMO) that combines memory partitioning and merging with data reuse
and pipelining for FPGA behavioral synthesis. This AMO is applied to the
accelerated function to improve its memory accesses, and the data reuse is
achieved by using a reuse buffer. Besides, Becker et al. [25] propose an in-
teresting function reuse-based technique for soft-core processors where, each
time a function executes, its results are dynamically stored in a BRAM Reuse
Table (RT) and, when the same function with the same input arguments is
called again, the output can be directly fetched, avoiding re-calculation and
improving performance.
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Chapter 3

Experimental setup

In this chapter the experimental setup decided to develop the project is
presented. Basically, there are four different aspects: hardware, software
tools, benchmarks used to perform the tests and the methodology applied
to these tests.

3.1 Hardware

The hardware environment for developing and evaluating the different im-
plementations has been the ZC706 evaluation board with a Zynq R©-7000
XC7Z045-2FFG900C SoC [26]. The relevant board features for this project
are as follows:

• Zynq-7000 XC7Z045-2FFG900C SoC

– 1090 18Kb BRAMs

– 900 DSP48E

– 437200 Flip-Flops

– 218600 Look-up tables

• Two ARM R© Cortex
TM

-A9 MPCore
TM

Application Processor Units at
a maximum frequency of 800 MHz

• 1 GB DDR3 memory SODIMM on the programmable logic (PL) side

• 1 GB DDR3 component memory (four [256 Mb x 8] devices) on the
processing system (PS) side
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Figure 4: ZC706 evaluation board and its components

In Figure 4 and 5 the ZC706 evaluation board components and its block
diagram can be seen, respectively.

Figure 5: ZC706 block diagram
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3.2 Software tools

As indicated in the previous chapter, the OmpSs@FPGA toolchain has been
used as the base system to offload tasks to the FPGA. It is composed by
three main components: the OmpSs compiler (Mercurium [27]), a source-to-
source compiler which provides the necessary support for transforming the
high-level directives into a parallelized version of the application; the OmpSs
runtime (Nanos++ [28]) which provides the parallel services to manage all
the parallelism in the user-application, including task creation, synchroniza-
tion and data movement, and provide support for resource heterogeneity;
and autoVivado, a tool that uses the Xilinx Vivado Design Suite software
[29] to automatically manage the bitstream generation process, including
steps such as synthesis of the HLS code, integration of the different IPs and
the Processing System with a interconnection network and device-tree gen-
eration. The structure of the components involved in the application binary
and FPGA bitstream generation are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Structure of the components involved in the application binary
and FPGA bitstream generation

The tasks with fpga target device are isolated by Mercurium into sep-
arate files, which are used by autoVivado tool to generate the FPGA bit-
stream. Moreover, autoVivado uses different TCL scripts to generate a
project for the Xilinx tools that allows Nanos++ interact with the FPGA
accelerators. Also, there is support for instrumenting the FPGA accelerators
and integrate the information into the Extrae tool [30] which, complemented
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with the Paraver tool [31], are used for trace visualization.
Regarding the software versions, OmpSs@FPGA release 1.3.2, which in-

cludes all the necessary tools, and Vivado 2017.3 have been used since they
are stable and compatible between them.

3.3 Benchmarks

In order to verify and evaluate the performance of the implementations, two
real applications has been tested, which are the common matrix multiplica-
tion and a N-Body.

Concretely, the matrix multiplication application has been executed in
blocks of 64∗64 elements size, and each block calculation has been annotated
as an FPGA task, which has A and B matrix blocks as inputs, and C matrix
block as input and output. Apart from that, the three matrix multiplication
loops have been tuned to test different cases, which are:

• C loop as the inner-most loop. This is the most frequent implemen-
tation of the matrix multiplication and aims to execute consecutive
tasks with the same C block, but during the execution it is possible
the interpolation of other tasks with different C blocks.

• C loop as the inner-most loop with a taskwait just after it. It aims to
force the execution of consecutive tasks with the same C block.

• A loop as the inner loop. It aims to execute consecutive tasks with the
same A block, but during the execution it is possible the interpolation
of other tasks with different A blocks.

• A loop as the inner-most loop with a taskwait just after it. It aims to
force the execution of consecutive tasks with the same A block.

With this, the variation in performance depending on the input and/or
output data reuse can be clearer to visualize.

3.4 Methodology

To compare the developed implementations with the current in OmpSs@FPGA,
the execution time from the first to the last FPGA offloaded task of each
benchmark has been considered. This time has been obtained as the mean
of five executions, and additionally the result has been checked against one
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without FPGA tasks to verify the correctness. Besides, the FPGA has been
designed with a frequency of 100MHz.

Finally, to visualize graphically if the implementations are exploiting the
data reuse, two methods have been used. On the one hand, the Paraver tool
which gives a global perception of the application behavior, including the
host part (the submission of the FPGA tasks and the rest of the code) and
the FPGA part (copies and computation). On the other hand, the Integrated
Logic Analyzer (ILA) [32] from Vivado, which monitors the internal signals
of the FPGA during the execution and show them as a waveform.
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Chapter 4

Preliminary analysis

Before starting to design mechanisms to try to reuse FPGA data, a prelim-
inary analysis on the components involved with memory transfers has been
done. This analysis considers the OmpSs@FPGA toolchain and hardware
details of the board used, and will be useful to take decisions later.

4.1 OmpSs programming model

First of all, it is important to explain the work and data flow between tasks
in the OmpSs programming model since it will be taken into account during
the mechanisms implementation.

As indicated previously, OmpSs taskifies regions of code annotated by
the user. The data-dependencies among tasks are expressed using the in,
out and inout clauses, which allow to specify what data a task is waiting for
and signaling its readiness. Each time a new task is created, its in and out
dependencies are matched against those of existing tasks and, if a depen-
dency, either RaW, WaW or WaR, is found the task becomes a successor
of the corresponding tasks. This process creates a task dependency graph
at runtime, and tasks are scheduled for execution as soon as all their prede-
cessor in the graph have finished (which does not mean they are executed
immediately) or at creation if they have no predecessors.

4.2 OmpSs@FPGA

Figure 7 sums up graphically all the different OmpSs@FPGA components
involved in memory transfers.
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Figure 7: OmpSs@FPGA relevant components concerning memory trans-
fers.

4.2.1 Nanos++ and xTasks

The OmpSs@FPGA software part is responsible of managing the FPGA
tasks, which includes steps such as creation, addition of the arguments,
submission or deletion. This process is performed by Nanos++, but it also
relies on xTasks, an external library containing all the functions related to
FPGA tasks to simplify the implementation of the FPGA plugin.

Regarding the memory transfers, Nanos++ moves data between user and
kernel space memory depending on the inputs and outputs of the FPGA
task. Furthermore, these transfers create a mapping between both space
memories and are already optimized to be performed only in 4 cases:

• When new data has to be transferred to kernel space memory.

• When mapped data is modified in the user space by another device
(for example, SMP) and a new FPGA tasks has it as input.

• When there is a taskwait, all the mapped data must be transferred
from kernel to user space memory.

• When another device has as input the output data of an FPGA task
which is located in kernel space memory.

15



On the other hand, xTasks indicates if data has to be moved between
the kernel accelerator and the kernel space memory, depending on the inputs
and outputs of the FPGA task. This is achieved at the moment of adding
its arguments, which starts with a task header that involves information
such as the task ID, and continues with the arguments of the data to be
transferred to the accelerator, divided as follows:

• Arguments addresses, which indicates the kernel space memory ad-
dresses that the kernel accelerator must access to read/write the cor-
responding arguments.

• Arguments flags, which indicates if an argument data must be read or
written from/to kernel space memory.

Therefore, the arguments flags play a key role in the purpose of this
project since they can be deactivated to avoid unnecessary copies. In the
OmpSs@FPGA version used there is no logic concerning this detail and these
flags are always activated depending on the data direction of the argument.
Besides, once the arguments are sent to the kernel accelerator they are
managed by a special function called wrapper.

4.2.2 Accelerator wrapper

As explained previously, in the automatic process of the hardware configu-
ration the task that is accelerated in the FPGA is encapsulated as an IP.
However, the task function is also extended with a wrapper function that
is responsible of managing aspects such as data copies or instrumentation
features. A general view of the wrapper function is shown in Algorithm 1:

16



Algorithm 1 Accelerator wrapper

1: Read the task header
2: for all Task arguments do
3: Read the argument flags
4: Read the argument address
5: if IN copy flag activated then
6: Copy the data from kernel space to BRAM memory
7: end if
8: end for
9: Call the task function

10: for all Task arguments do
11: if OUT copy flag activated then
12: Copy the data from BRAM memory to kernel space
13: end if
14: end for
15: Indicate the task has finished

Additionally, when the wrapper finishes (meaning the task has been exe-
cuted) it has to notify it to let the accelerator execute new tasks and schedule
possible successor tasks. Therefore, there is another IP that schedules the
ready tasks to kernel accelerators when they are free, called TaskManager.

4.2.3 TaskManager

The TaskManager is an IP that manages the flow of the FPGA tasks sent
by the Nanos++ runtime from the host. It involves several components, but
the main actors are the ReadyTaskManager and the FinishedTaskManager.
Both of them act like intermediate processes between the host and the kernel
accelerators, and to this end each of them share a specialized BRAM with
the host.

Inside the FPGA, the acceleration flow can be divided in three steps.
Firstly, the ReadyTaskManager checks if Nanos++ has added FPGA tasks
that are ready to be executed (because they do not have any dependency
with predecessor tasks) in a BRAM called ReadyQueue. This BRAM is ba-
sically a matrix that contains 32 ready task entries for each accelerator, and
the entries are liberated once their tasks are sent to the kernel accelerator.
A pseudo-code of the ReadyTaskManager is shown in Algorithm 2.

Secondly, the task sent to an accelerator kernel is executed. Lastly, the
third step starts when the wrapper indicates its finalization, as mentioned
before. The FinishedTaskManager receives the data and marks the task as

17



Algorithm 2 ReadyTaskManager

1: for all Accelerators do
2: acceleratorEntry ← 0
3: end for
4: acceleratorIndex← 0
5: while true do
6: if Task in ReadyQueue[acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] is ready

and accelerator is available then
7: Read task
8: Send task to the accelerator
9: Mark the entry as free

10: Mark the accelerator as busy
11: acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] + +
12: else
13: acceleratorIndex + +
14: end if
15: end while

finished in its own BRAM, called FinishedQueue, that works in a similar
manner as the ReadyQueue. Besides, it also updates the state of the ker-
nel accelerator as available. A pseudo-code of the FinishedTaskManager is
shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 FinishedTaskManager

1: for all Accelerators do
2: acceleratorEntry ← 0
3: end for
4: while true do
5: Read task information from the wrapper
6: Mark the task as finished in finishedQueue[acceleratorEntry[accID]
7: Mark the accelerator as available
8: acceleratorEntry[accID] + +
9: end while

4.3 Board memory transfers

Additionally, an analysis of the different available memories in the board
used has been performed to explore if the data flow of the input and output
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data of tasks, inside the FPGA, can be optimized.. For instance, when a
kernel accelerator has to copy out some data, instead of copying it to the
kernel user space memory it could be possible to place it in a BRAM shared
by all the kernel accelerators, and if later a different kernel accelerator has
that data as input it could read it from there. Therefore, this BRAM would
be used as a cache memory, but it would only be useful if the latency is
lower than accessing the kernel space memory.

Regarding the analysis, a loopback execution has been performed be-
tween all the different considered memories, which basically moves consec-
utive data from one location to another. The data type used has been
integers, and to better observe the time variation it has been executed with
a range from 1 to 16K elements. Besides, the execution time of the data
transfers analyzed has been obtained by dividing the total memory copy
cycles (retrieved using hardware instrumentation) by the frequency, which
has been 250 MHz.

Regarding the available memories, the considered ones are as follows:

• Kernel space memory, also referred to as CPU interface from the kernel
accelerator point of view.

• DDR3 memory on the PL side, also referred to as Mem PL.

• Private internal BRAM.

• Shared external BRAM. This particular memory has at maximum two
ports and can be accessed from the kernel accelerator by two ways:
directly using a BRAM port, or using a BRAM controller, which on
one side has a S AXI port and on the other side a BRAM port.

In order to analyze the different memory transfers, it is better to consider
real scenarios where using other memory types can enhance the performance.
However, as mentioned previously, it is important to keep in mind that the
kernel accelerator will always use its own private internal BRAMs to execute
the accelerated task.

4.3.1 Copies from the kernel space memory

Once the data is moved from user to kernel space memory it is accessible to
all the accelerator kernels, which in the original version copy it directly to
the internal BRAM. Figure 8 shows the rest of the possibilities:
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Figure 8: Copies from the kernel space memory to the rest of memories.
Note: the CPU interface → Internal BRAM case is equal than the CPU
interface → External BRAM case.

First of all, it is clear that the PL memory is the slowest one. Secondly,
using a BRAM controller increases the access latency of the external BRAM.
Finally, copying the data directly to the internal or external BRAM takes
the same time, so it could be considered copying the data to the external
BRAM and then from there to the kernel accelerators, depending on this
last transfer latency. However, since the external BRAM has only two ports,
one should be accessed directly from the kernel space memory, and the other
should be accessed with a BRAM controller and an interconnection network
should be placed when there were more than one kernel accelerator. Figure
9 shows graphically this situation.
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Figure 9: Simplified diagram when an external BRAM is used between kernel
space memory and different kernel accelerators.

4.3.2 Copy Ins to the internal BRAM

Similar to the previous case, in this one the analysis is performed from the
internal BRAM point of view. Figure 10 shows the different possibilities.
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Figure 10: Copies to the internal BRAM of the kernel accelerator from the
rest of memories. Note: the CPU interface → Internal BRAM case is equal
than the External BRAM → Internal BRAM case.

The results are similar to the Figure 8: the PL memory is the slowest
one, followed by the external BRAM when using a BRAM controller, and
copying from the CPU interface is equal than directly from the external
BRAM.

Considering this, the idea of copying data from the kernel space memory
to a shared BRAM and then to the kernel accelerators is discarded. The
shared BRAM provides more memory space, but it does not improve the
performance, as for example a cache does. Moreover, an interconnect net-
work and a BRAM controller must be placed in the block diagram, which
increases the area utilization.

4.3.3 Copy Outs from the internal BRAM

Having analyzed the input copies to the accelerators, what remains is eval-
uating the other direction, the output copies from the accelerators. Appar-
ently, the results should be the same in both directions, but the analysis
does not reflect this behaviour. Figure 11 shows the different latencies when
copying from the internal BRAM:
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Figure 11: Copies from the internal BRAM of the kernel accelerator to the
rest of memories.

While the PL memory and the directly external BRAM accesses remain
the same as before, there are variations in the kernel memory space and the
external BRAM with BRAM controller ones. The first one takes more time
to write than to read, possibly due to a specific memory management of the
DRAM; contrarily, the second one takes more time to read than to write,
and it is also faster than accessing the kernel memory space.

Due to this, an option could be performing the output copies of the kernel
accelerators to a shared BRAM, with or without a BRAM controller. Apart
from being faster than writing to kernel space memory, it could be used as
an intermediate memory region from where other kernel accelerators could
read input data. However, considering Figures 9 and 10, when there were
more than two kernel accelerators accessing this shared BRAM, a BRAM
controller with an interconnect network should be placed, which would in-
crease the latency and therefore not enhancement in the performance.

To sum up, after this memory transfers analysis there are some conclu-
sions that have been considered for the mechanisms presented in this project.
First of all, the idea of using shared BRAMs among the kernel accelerators
as caches is discarded; even though they provide an intermediate space to
place data that can be used by different kernel accelerators, the latency is
almost equal than accessing the kernel space memory and the utilization
area is increased. Secondly, accessing directly an external BRAM is faster
than with a BRAM controller. Similarly, reading from CPU is faster than
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writing to it. Lastly, the PL memory has high latency; however, it could be
useful in some applications since it is large and capable of storing more data
than in the kernel memory space.

Finally, this analysis has been extended to experiment with the port
widths of the different memories. While the kernel space memory is limited
to 32 bits, BRAMs and the PL memory can be expanded up to 1024 and 64
bits, respectively. Figure 12 shows the latency variations when using these
bit widths with respect to the original ones:

Figure 12: Copy variations with respect to the original ones from internal
BRAM to external BRAM and PL memory when expanding the port widths.

However, the data must be processed correctly to read and write memory
transfers widths different than the data type one, in this case integer (32
bits). Moreover, the performance is maximized when the read and write
ports have the same bit width. Nevertheless, this project will not focus on
these specific details, since they can vary depending on the application and
the purpose of OmpSs@FPGA is to provide a generic FPGA task offloading
system, but they can be considered for later enhancements.
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Chapter 5

Data reuse support design

In this chapter the different techniques explored in order to try to reuse data
and their designs are presented. There are four, which have been named as
Only-software, Only-hardware, Relaxed software-hardware and Aggressive
software-hardware.

5.1 Only-software

This method was initially developed to verify in a rapid manner how the copy
flags of the kernel accelerators could be managed to reuse data. Since the
modifications are only done in the software part, which includes Nanos++
and xTasks, the hardware does not have to be reconfigured and therefore
there is a significant time saving. However, this method focused on the input
copies and was developed for FPGAs that have only one accelerator, since
the execution times obtained were too unsatisfactory to put more effort to
implement communication mechanisms between FPGA accelerators, even
though it was useful as a proof of concept.

To handle the FPGA tasks offloading, Nanos++ separates the process
in two steps. First, it determines if the data needed was copied previously
to the kernel space memory, which would imply that the kernel memory
region is mapped to a user memory region. If not, Nanos++ performs
the transfer using the copyIn function, while at the same time maps that
specific kernel region with the corresponding user region. Besides, a mapped
kernel region can be unmapped (also referred to as invalidated) if another
device task modifies its user region, or if a taskwait is encountered during
the execution. Second, it prepares and submits the FPGA tasks using the
createTask, setTaskArg and submitTask functions, which at the same time
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call the xTasks library. Figure 13 shows a flow chart depicting this FPGA
task submission.

Figure 13: Submission process of an FPGA task.

Taking into account this process submission, the strategy followed has
been to check what data blocks the kernel accelerator has and their mapping
validity with the user memory space before submitting the task. To this end,
Nanos++ must keep the kernel accelerator copies information, and manage
the copy In flags when setting the arguments task. Figure 14 shows the
strategy flow chart:
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Figure 14: Only-software flow chart design.

As it can be observed, in this design the data reuse logic is controlled
entirely by the software part. Regarding the hardware part, it does not
need to be modified and will continue receiving the ready tasks as before,
but some copy In flags may be deactivated.

5.2 Only-hardware

In this design the strategy followed was the opposite than the previous
one. Instead of modifying the Nanos++ runtime, it is kept unchanged and
the modifications are done in the hardware part, concretely in the Ready-
TaskManager.

For each kernel accelerator, its tasks that are ready for being executed
(because their dependencies have been fulfilled) are located in the readyQueue
BRAM. Their execution order will be determined by their submission order,
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and it will not be changed at any moment. Because of this, it is possible
to know if two tasks that will be executed consecutively in the same kernel
accelerator will share any of their data blocks, and consequently deactivate
their copy flags.

However, there are three considerations that have to be taken into ac-
count in this design. The first one is that, in order to deactivate the copy
flags, two consecutive tasks of the same kernel accelerator must be ready in
the readyQueue BRAM when comparing them; because of this, it also de-
pends on the submission velocity from Nanos++. The second one is that a
task must compare its data blocks against the next task, and not the previ-
ous task. Otherwise, it is not possible to determine if any shared data blocks
were modified by another kernel accelerator or device between their submis-
sion times. Lastly, the third one is that in this design the only copy flags
that may be deactivated are the input ones. This is due to a dependency
constraint, since two tasks can not be ready at the same time if they share
any equal output data block because it would imply a WaW dependency.

Figure 15 shows an execution flow example of this design with one kernel
accelerator which have block A as input data. The data block comparisons
of the first FPGA task are done before the second FPGA task is ready,
and therefore the block A will be copied in twice when it could have been
avoided.

Figure 15: Execution flow example with the Only-hardware design where
the data block comparisons is performed before the next task is ready.
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Figure 16 shows an execution flow example of this design when a ker-
nel accelerator and the SMP have a data dependency on the block A. In
this particular situation, if the data block comparisons were done with the
previous task, the second FPGA task would have seen that the first FPGA
task copied in the block A, and therefore it would have deactivated its copy
In flag. However, this behaviour would have been incorrect since the data
of the block A was updated by an SMP task.

Figure 16: Execution flow example with the Only-hardware design where
there are data dependencies between an FPGA and an SMP task.

Finally, Figure 17 shows graphically the steps explained in this process.
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Figure 17: Only-software flow chart design.

5.3 Relaxed software-hardware

After designing the two previous methods, their deficiencies were analyzed
in order to think of another technique that could mitigate them. On the one
hand, implementing all the data reuse logic on the software part implies an
overhead that decreases the overall performance. On the other hand, even
though the hardware part can manage the copy flags in a more efficient way,
it also depends on the readiness of the tasks at the moment of comparing
them. Because of this, an hybrid technique has been designed to try to
reduce these constraints.

Regarding the data blocks present in the kernel accelerators, the software
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and the hardware part act like separate black boxes unable to indicate their
states. While Nanos++ does not know their execution flow once they are
submitted to the readyQueue BRAM, the hardware can not determine if the
shared input data blocks of two consecutive ready tasks of the same kernel
accelerator contain the same data, if they were not ready at the same time.
Because of this, a new shared BRAM between Nanos++ and the hardware
part has been designed, named dataIn.

The dataIn BRAM contains the information of the data blocks present
at any moment for each kernel accelerator. This information is basically
the data block address and its state, which in this design can be valid or
invalid, and can be accessed by both Nanos++ and the hardware part. As
a result, a VI protocol has been designed whose state transitions depend on
the read/write requests performed during the execution flow by the different
devices of the system. Figure 18 depicts the finite-state machine of the data
blocks present on the kernel accelerators.

Figure 18: Finite-state machine of the data blocks present on the kernel
accelerators.

As it can be noticed, there are two types of invalidations, which are per-
formed when an output block address of a task matches with a valid block
address. While the Kernel invalidate is performed by the ReadyTaskMan-
ager and considers only FPGA tasks, the Nanos++ invalidate is performed
by Nanos++ and considers tasks from other devices, such as SMP or GPU.
This last one can be determined when Nanos++ transfers data from user to
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kernel space memory, since it is updating the data accessible by the kernel
accelerators, and additionally is able to detect implicit invalidations due to
taskWaits. Besides, it is also important to consider that a valid block that
is being substituted by a new one must be evicted from the dataIn.

Considering this new dataIn BRAM, this technique aims to apply an
enhanced Only-hardware strategy. Instead of comparing the current task
blocks with the next task ones, the ReadyTaskManager examines the dataIn
BRAM regarding the kernel accelerator that will execute the task, and de-
activate its copy In flags accordingly. Figure 19 shows the resulting flow
chart of the ReadyTaskManager in this design.

Figure 19: Relaxed software-hardware flow chart design of the Ready-
TaskManager.

Figure 20 shows an execution flow example with this design where two
kernel accelerators have a data dependency on the block A; however, both
kernel accelerators do not interfere with each other executions. The first
task of the kernel accelerator #1 causes the block A to be copied in, and
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the corresponding dataIn entry is updated to the V state. After some time
(depicted with short diagonal lines) a new task to the kernel accelerator #1
arrives, and since that dataIn entry has not been modified, the copyIn flag
can be deactivated because a valid block A is present on it. Lastly, a task
to the kernel accelerator #2 arrives, which provokes its block A entry in
the dataIn to be updated to the V state, and the invalidation of the kernel
accelerator #1 one.

Figure 20: Execution flow example with the Relaxed software-hardware de-
sign where there are data dependencies between two FPGA tasks.

In contrast, Figure 21 shows an execution flow example with this design
where there is only one kernel accelerator but Nanos++ performs invalida-
tions too. The first task of the kernel accelerator #1 causes the block A to
be copied in, and the corresponding dataIn entry is updated to the V state.
However, Nanos++ invalidate that entry later, due to another device has
updated the data block or a taskwait has been encountered. As a conse-
quence, the second task of the kernel accelerator #1 must copy in the block
A because the dataIn entry was in the I state.
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Figure 21: Execution flow example with the Relaxed software-hardware de-
sign where Nanos++ invalidates a block present in a kernel accelerator.

5.4 Aggressive software-hardware

Finally, a method was designed in order to avoid the copy out of data from
the kernel accelerators when it is possible. This design extends the Relaxed
software-hardware one, and implies that a kernel accelerator may have a
private updated data block.

In the previous designs there were only two memory spaces where the
last updated data could be, the user and the kernel ones. However, if the
kernel accelerators are capable of avoiding copying out data, a new memory
space is included for each kernel accelerator. Because of this, apart from
invalidating valid blocks, in this design there are also petitions of requesting
data to the kernel accelerators.

To this end, a Modified-Shared-Invalid (MSI) protocol has been designed
for the data blocks present in the kernel accelerators. It is similar to the
VI protocol presented before, but with the particularity that the M state
indicates that a kernel accelerator has a private updated data block. Figures
22 and 23 depict the finite-state machine of the data blocks present on the
kernel accelerators considering the copy flags and the events from other
kernel accelerators and Nanos++, respectively.
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Figure 22: Finite-state machine of the data blocks present on the kernel
accelerators considering the copy flags.

Figure 23: Finite-state machine of the data blocks present on the ker-
nel accelerators considering the events from other kernel accelerators and
Nanos++.

As it can be seen, there are several modifications on the finite-state
machine compared to the VI protocol. The most relevant is the one related
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to copying out data, since the copy Out flags are used only to determine if a
block will pass to the M state, and then they are deactivated. Therefore, the
data is copied out from the kernel accelerators explicitly only when another
kernel accelerator or Nanos++ request it. Besides, the requested data will
be placed in the kernel memory space as usual, since it is accessible to all
the components involved.

However, this new data flow communication between kernel accelerators
will not be determined by a Nanos++ task, since it is managed in the
ReadyTaskManager. For that reason it has been designed a mechanism
that, employing the dataIn BRAM, allows a kernel accelerator to request to
another one the copying out of a data block. Consequently, the demanding
kernel accelerator will not be able to start its execution until its input data
is accessible. Figure 24 shows an example of this situation.

Figure 24: Execution flow example with the Aggressive software-hardware
design where two accelerators have a data dependency on block A and a
data request is performed.

To handle this new situation, the execution flow of the readyTaskMan-
ager has been modified to force the copy out of requested data from the
kernel accelerators. Figure 25 shows the flow chart design of the Ready-
TaskManager, where it can be seen that before submitting a task it has to
be analyzed if another kernel accelerator or Nanos++ requested a modified
data. Moreover, it also has to be checked if the data dependencies with
other kernel accelerators have been resolved; otherwise, the kernel accelera-
tor must wait until they are resolved.
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Figure 25: Aggressive software-hardware flow chart design of the Ready-
TaskManager.

Figure 26 shows the flow chart design of the ReadyTaskManager when
managing the tasks. As mentioned before, its peculiarity is that it has to be
explored if any kernel accelerator has a modified copy of the input data of
the task, and request it. Similar to the Relaxed software-hardware design, a
valid block that is being substituted by a new one must be evicted from the
dataIn, but if its state was M it must be copied out before. Besides, it has
to be noticed that the copy Out flag is only used for managing the block
states, but deactivated when submitting the task.
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Figure 26: Aggressive software-hardware flow chart design for managing the
tasks in the ReadyTaskManager.
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Chapter 6

Implementation details

Once the different techniques designs have been presented, this chapter will
explain their implementations details, as well as the encountered difficulties.

6.1 Only-software

Before starting with the implementation of this design, it is important
to clarify some relevant aspects of the FPGA tasks execution flow. In
OmpSs@FPGA several threads can be managing concurrently the pool of
ready FPGA tasks that have to be created, processed and submitted in or-
der to accelerate the offloading to the FPGA. This implies that any access
to a shared variable must be serialized to ensure the memory consistency.
Besides, it is guaranteed that a specific FPGA task will be managed by the
same thread during all the submission process.

As mentioned before, it is necessary to know the data blocks present
in a FPGA kernel accelerator to implement this design. To this end, the
Nanos++ class that instantiates the FPGA accelerators has been expanded
with three additional fields, which are:

• currentBlocks, to keep the current blocks present in the kernel accel-
erator. It maps each argument ID with its data block address.

• currentTaskArgs, to keep the arguments information of a task. It
maps, for each <task, argument ID>, the argument information (copy
flags and data block address).

• pendingCopies, a set to indicate that a kernel region has been updated
and the input copy must be performed.
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At this point, Nanos++ is able to retrieve the kernel accelerator copies
information to manage the copy flags. However, the accesses to these ad-
ditional data fields must be serialized since more than one thread can be
submitting a task to the same accelerator. The resulting involved functions
after including the input copies logic are shown in Algorithms 4, 5 and 6.

Algorithm 4 Only-software copyIn implementation

1: Acquire lock
2: Add the block address to the pendingCopies set
3: Copy the data from user to kernel memory space
4: Release lock

Algorithm 5 Only-software setTaskArg implementation

1: Read the task ID
2: Read the argument data address
3: Read the argument copy flags
4: Read the argument ID
5: Acquire lock
6: Insert a new entry with <<task ID, argument ID>, argument

information> to currentTaskArgs.
7: Release lock

The most notorious drawback in this design is the complete serialization
of the submitTask function. The submission order of the ready tasks is
determined dynamically at execution time, and different threads may be
modifying the currentBlocks shared variable concurrently. Therefore, since
the decision of removing the copy In flag is based on this variable, which
indicates the data blocks that will be present on the kernel accelerator when
the ready task has to be executed, the different submits can not interfere
with each other.

6.2 Only-hardware

To implement this design, only the ReadyTaskManager needs to be modi-
fied. Since it manages the ready tasks one by one in the submission order,
there is no need for including additional locks, like in the previous design.
However, apart from sharing input data blocks, two consecutive tasks must
be ready when the ReadyTaskManager compares their arguments in order
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Algorithm 6 Only-software submitTask implementation

1: Get task ID
2: Acquire lock
3: for all Arguments to process do
4: Get the argument information from currentTaskArgs
5: if Argument has the copy In flag then
6: if Argument data address is in pendingCopies then
7: Update currentBlocks[argument ID] with the argument data ad-

dress
8: Remove the argument data address from pendingCopies
9: else if currentBlocks[argument ID] is different than the argument

data address then
10: Update currentBlocks[argument ID] with the argument data ad-

dress
11: else
12: Remove the copy In flag from the argument copy flags
13: end if
14: end if
15: Set the task argument
16: end for
17: Submit the task
18: Release lock
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to deactivate the input copy flags. Algorithm 7 shows the resulting Ready-
TaskManager logic when implementing this design:

Algorithm 7 Only-hardware ReadyTaskManager implementation

1: for all Accelerators do
2: acceleratorEntry ← 0
3: end for
4: acceleratorIndex← 0
5: while true do
6: if Task in ReadyQueue[acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] is ready

and accelerator is available then
7: if Task was not read previously then
8: Read task
9: end if

10: if Next task of the accelerator is ready then
11: Read next task
12: for all Task arguments do
13: if Current task argument address == Next task argument ad-

dress then
14: Deactivate next task argument copy In flag
15: end if
16: end for
17: end if
18: Send task to the accelerator
19: Mark the entry as free
20: Mark the accelerator as busy
21: acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] + +
22: else
23: acceleratorIndex + +
24: end if
25: end while

As it can be seen in the implementation pseudocode, a task is read
from the ReadyQueue BRAM only once. This is an optimization technique
applied to avoid reading twice those ready tasks that were read previously to
compare it with the current task. To this end, double buffering is performed
on an internal buffer that keeps, for each kernel accelerator, the current and
the next ready task.
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6.3 Relaxed software-hardware

This design requires several modifications which can be implemented with
different approaches, depending on how the dataIn BRAM is accessed by
the ReadytaskManager. Since there are situations where Nanos++ and the
ReadytaskManager have to invalidate blocks present in kernel accelerators,
the dataIn BRAM must be explored to find these blocks. Therefore, this
exploration is an additional overhead that can influence the overall perfor-
mance. Besides, the copy flags managing logic is essentially the same in all
the approaches.

Regarding the ReadytaskManager, the initial implementation iterated
the dataIn entries of each accelerator one by one to find blocks that had to
be invalidated. This, logically, was inefficient and implied an overhead to the
ReadyTaskManager that reduced its performance. To overcome this issue,
a Pearson hash function[33] has been used to invalidate the corresponding
data blocks in a faster way, since it is simple and designed for fast executions

The Pearson hash function associates a given block address with an in-
dex to an array named hashArray. Since two different block addresses may
have the same value returned by the Pearson hash function, another array
named synonymsArray concatenates them. Moreover, it also keeps their
block addresses to differentiate them. This last array stores the necessary
information to easily retrieve the dataIn entries (acceleratorID and argu-
mentID), and each of the hashArray entries points to the first element of
the concatenated blocks.

When the dataIn is updated, implicitly the synonymsArray must be up-
dated too. If a data block of a kernel accelerator is invalidated or substituted
by another one, it has to be deleted from the synonymsArray, and its con-
catenated blocks regrouped. Contrarily, if a kernel accelerator copies in a
new block, it has to be inserted to the synonymsArray, and it becomes the
first element on its concatenated list.

Regarding Nanos++, initially it also iterated the dataIn entries of each
accelerator one by one, and directly modified the corresponding blocks states
to Invalid. Similar than in the ReadytaskManager, this was inefficient
and decreased the task submission speed of Nanos++. Moreover, these
Nanos++ invalidations will lead to errors when using the Pearson hash in
the ReadyTaskManager, since the synonymsArray would not be updated.
To solve this problem, a new BRAM named invalidationQueue has been
included.

The invalidationQueue BRAM is shared by Nanos++ and the Ready-
taskManager and used to perform Nanos++ invalidations. When Nanos++
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has to invalidate a block, it updates an invalidationQueue entry with the
block address, which is read by the ReadytaskManager an appropriately in-
validated in the dataIn. Algorithms 8, 9 and 10 show the resulting copyIn
Nanos++ function, the invalidationQueue managing in the ReadytaskMan-
ager, and the copy flags managing, respectively.

Algorithm 8 Relaxed software-hardware copyIn implementation

1: Search for a free invalidationQueue entry
2: Indicate the kernel memory address where the new data will be copied

on that entry
3: Mark the entry as valid
4: Copy the data from user to kernel memory space

Algorithm 9 Relaxed software-hardware invalidations managing from the
ReadyTaskManager

1: invalidationQueue index← 0
2: while true do
3: if invalidationQueue[invalidationQueue index] is valid then
4: Read the invalidation address
5: Search for the first element of the concatenated blocks in syn-

onymsArray that map with the Pearson hash function
6: for all The elements of the concatenated list that have the invali-

dation address do
7: AcceleratorID ← element.accID
8: ArgumentID ← element.argID
9: dataIn[AcceleratorID][ArgumentsID].state← Invalid

10: Delete the element from the synonymsArray
11: end for
12: invalidationQueueindex← invalidationQueueindex + 1
13: end if
14: end while

6.4 Aggressive software-hardware

Finally, this design has required modifications in the readyTaskManager
and Nanos++. The first one has been implemented as an extension of the
Relaxed software-hardware implementation, and the second one has required
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Algorithm 10 Relaxed software-hardware ReadyTaskManager implemen-
tation

1: for all Accelerators do
2: acceleratorEntry ← 0
3: end for
4: acceleratorIndex← 0
5: while true do
6: if Task in ReadyQueue[acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] is ready

and accelerator is available then
7: Read task
8: for all Task arguments do
9: if Task argument has copy In flag activated then

10: if dataIn[acceleratorIndex][argument] state is Valid then
11: Deactivate task argument copy In flag
12: else
13: Insert the task argument address with acceleratorIndex and

argumentID to the synonymsArray
14: end if
15: end if
16: if Task argument has copy Out flag activated then
17: for all Elements in the synonymsArray that have the task ar-

gument address and are present in a different kernel accelerator
do

18: Delete the element from the synonymsArray
19: end for
20: end if
21: end for
22: Send task to the accelerator
23: Mark the entry as free
24: Mark the accelerator as busy
25: acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] + +
26: else
27: acceleratorIndex + +
28: end if
29: end while
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to implement a function to ask for private modified data blocks of the kernel
accelerators.

Regarding the readyTaskManager, there are three relevant parts that
have changed with respect to the Relaxed software-hardware one. The first
one is the managing of the available accelerators, which has been extended
with more cases to take into account. In previous designs the available
kernel accelerators were only considered when they had a task ready to be
executed. However, since in this design a kernel accelerator can receive
copy outs petitions, they are also considered even if there is not a ready
task. Consequently, a ready task can be postponed if there is a copy out
petition. Furthermore, a task can not be executed until the possible data
dependencies with other accelerators are resolved. Algorithm 11 shows this
accelerators managing.

The second one is how the copy flags of the ready tasks are managed.
Since in this design a kernel accelerator may substitute a data block that is
in the Modified state, first of all it has to check its own data blocks present at
that moment, as it is shown in Algorithm 12. Besides, when comparing with
another kernel accelerators, apart from taking into account the invalidations,
in this design the requests to other kernel accelerators for a modified data
block have to be considered too. Algorithm 13 shows this process.

Finally, a new function named submitCopyOutTask has been added in
order to perform the data requests to kernel accelerators. It receives an
array with the output copy flags activated in the desired arguments, and
sends them to the kernel accelerator target. However, the task header is set
to zero because it does not come from a Nanos++ task and therefore it does
not have any task information, which provokes that the output copies can
not be instrumented and visualized. Algorithm 14 shows the pseudocode of
this function.

Regarding Nanos++, a new function named xtasksCopyOut has been
added in order to ask for modified data blocks present in the kernel accel-
erators. This function is called when Nanos++ transfers data from kernel
to user space memory, and it also uses the dataIn BRAM to make the peti-
tions. However, it has the drawback that the dataIn must be explored block
by block until the memory space address coincides with a block address,
which is not always. Besides, once it finds the modified block, it can not
continue until the data is in the kernel space memory. Algorithm 15 shows
the pseudocode of this function.
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Algorithm 11 Aggressive software-hardware ReadyTaskManager imple-
mentation

1: for all Accelerators do
2: acceleratorEntry ← 0
3: end for
4: acceleratorIndex← 0
5: while true do
6: if Accelerator is available then
7: if There are copy out requests then
8: outRequests← ∅
9: for all Requested arguments do

10: outRequests+ =< argumentID, blockaddress >
11: end for
12: submitCopyOutTask(outRequests)
13: else if Task in ReadyQueue[acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] is

ready then
14: task ← ReadyQueue[acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex]
15: readArgsAndDependencies(task)
16: if There are no data dependencies with other kernel accelerators

then
17: Send task to the accelerator
18: Mark the entry as free
19: Mark the accelerator as busy
20: acceleratorEntry[acceleratorIndex] + +
21: else
22: acceleratorIndex + +
23: end if
24: else
25: acceleratorIndex + +
26: end if
27: else
28: acceleratorIndex + +
29: end if
30: end while
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Algorithm 12 readArgsAndDependencies Self

1: Read task
2: argsToProcess← ∅
3: for all Task arguments do
4: if The current address block in that argument is different than the

new one and is not Invalid then
5: if The current state block is Modified then
6: Request the kernel accelerator to copy out the block
7: else
8: Delete from the synonymsArray the element that has the cur-

rent address block in that argument and is present in this kernel
accelerator

9: end if
10: argsToProcess+ = argumentID
11: else if The current address block in that argument is equal than the

new one and is not Invalid then
12: if Task argument has copy In flag activated then
13: Deactivate task argument copy In flag
14: end if
15: if Task argument has copy Out flag activated then
16: if The current state block is Shared then
17: Change the current state to Modified
18: argsToProcess+ = argumentID
19: end if
20: end if
21: else
22: argsToProcess+ = argumentID
23: end if
24: Deactivate task argument copy Out flag
25: end for
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Algorithm 13 readArgsAndDependencies Others

1: for all Arguments in argsToProcess do
2: for all Elements in the synonymsArray that have the argument ad-

dress and are present in a different kernel accelerator do
3: AcceleratorID ← element.accID
4: ArgumentID ← element.argID
5: ArgumentState← dataIn[AcceleratorID][ArgumentsID].state
6: if ArgumentState is Shared then
7: if Task argument has copy In flag activated then
8: Delete the element from the synonymsArray
9: end if

10: else if ArgumentState is Modified then
11: if Task argument has copy In flag activated then
12: Request the kernel accelerator to copy out the block
13: Update the dataIn entry state to Shared
14: Insert the task argument address with acceleratorIndex and

argumentID to the synonymsArray
15: end if
16: if Task argument has copy Out flag activated then
17: if Task argument has copy In flag activated then
18: Delete the element from the synonymsArray
19: end if
20: Update the dataIn entry state to Shared
21: Insert the task argument address with acceleratorIndex and

argumentID to the synonymsArray
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for

Algorithm 14 submitCopyOutTask

1: Send the task header as all 0s
2: for all Task arguments do
3: Send the task argument
4: end for
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Algorithm 15 xtasksCopyOut(kernelAddress)

1: for all Blocks in dataIn do
2: if Block address == kernelAddress and Block state == Modified

then
3: Request the data block
4: while Block state == Modified do
5: Synchronize
6: end while
7: end if
8: end for
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Chapter 7

Evaluation

In this chapter the different data reuse support designs have been analyzed
with two real applications: Matrix Multiply and N-Body. Different versions
of the applications have been evaluated in order to measure the potential
benefits that can be achieved depending on the parallel strategy used in
the applications. In some cases the parallel strategy is not the best one but
helps to show the benefit that can be achieved depending on the application.
Mostly all the experiments have been done using one accelerator, although
for some of the cases two accelerators have been analyzed to observe how
they can interfere in the data reuse.

7.1 Matrix Multiply

The baseline Tiled Matrix Multiply is shown in Listing 7.1. In particular,
this sequential implementation helps to exploit data locality of one AA block
(Matmul ai label in the Figures).

On the other hand, in the OmpSss parallel version, function matmulBlock

has been annotated as a task with target device FPGA, and therefore, every
call to this function creates a task that goes to the pool of tasks, and later
on taken by a thread in the thread pool, and issued to be accelerated in an
accelerator within the FPGA. Directive taskwait in line 11 wait for all tasks
created end. However, it is not guaranteed that the order of task creation
is the same as the order of task issue and execution in the accelerators. Be-
cause of this, the exploitation of the data locality of block AA in the parallel
version is not 100% guaranteed.

Another version evaluated, in order to force the exploitation of the data
locality, is one with a pragma taskwait after the innermost-loop. This
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1 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < msize /BSIZE ; i++) {
2 f o r ( k = 0 ; k < msize /BSIZE ; k++) {
3 a i = k∗ b2 s i z e + i ∗BSIZE∗msize ;
4 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < msize /BSIZE ; j++) {
5 c i = j ∗ b2 s i z e + i ∗BSIZE∗msize ;
6 bi = j ∗ b2 s i z e + k∗BSIZE∗msize ;
7 matmulBlock(&AA[ a i ] , &BB[ b i ] , &CC[ c i ] ) ;
8 }
9 }

10 }
11 #pragma omp taskwai t

Listing 7.1: Tiled Matrix Multiply algorithm. Function matmulBlock

performs matrix multiply of a tile of BSIZE × BSIZE elements.

version has been called Matmul ai taskWait in the Figures.
Finally, in order to analyze the benefit of avoiding output copies in the

case of input output parameters, it has been also analyzed the Matrix Mul-
tiply version shown in Listing 7.2 (label MatMul ci in the Figures). Like
Matmul ai, data locality exploitation is not guaranteed in the parallel ver-
sion since the order of execution may differ from the order of issue. Then,
another version has also been analyzed with a pragma taskwait after the
innermost-loop, which has been called Matmul ci taskWait in the Figures.

1 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < msize /BSIZE ; i++) {
2 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < msize /BSIZE ; j++) {
3 c i = j ∗ b2 s i z e + i ∗BSIZE∗msize ;
4 f o r ( k = 0 ; k < msize /BSIZE ; k++) {
5 a i = k∗ b2 s i z e + i ∗BSIZE∗msize ;
6 bi = j ∗ b2 s i z e + k∗BSIZE∗msize ;
7 matmulBlock(&AA[ a i ] , &BB[ b i ] , &CC[ c i ] ) ;
8 }
9 }

10 }
11 #pragma omp taskwai t

Listing 7.2: Tiled Matrix Multiply algorithm. Function matmulBlock

performs matrix multiply of a tile of BSIZE × BSIZE elements, exploiting
CC block locality
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7.1.1 Results

Figures 27, 28, 31 and 32 show the overall execution time of the four different
matrix multiply versions commented above. Each figure shows the execution
time for different matrix sizes (x-axis) when using the original version of
Nanos++ runtime, or one of the four different designs explored in this master
thesis, all for one accelerator.

Figure 27 shows two important aspects: one is that all explored designs
show improvements compared to the original code, being the relaxed version
the one with more performance improvement. Second, although the order of
the accelerated tasks is not guaranteed, the performance gain is, in average,
of about 9-13% for all the sizes and designs.

Figure 27: Elapsed time of OmpSs@FPGA version of Matrix Multiply with
AA block reuse in the inner-most loop but with execution order of tasks not
guaranteed.

The effect of forcing the task execution order to exploit AA block has
been evaluated too. Figure 28 shows the execution time of the four different
designs. The overall execution time has been increased in some cases and, in
others, it is very similar. This is due to a co-lateral effect of the taskwait op-
eration. When using taskwait, we are forcing invalidations, extra overhead,
and forcing copies from kernel memory space to user memory space. In that
case, the benefit of forcing reuse of AA block is hidden by the extra-overhead
of keeping the information of output and copying then out. In particular,
this is more critical in the case of the Aggressive Software-Hardware strategy
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due to extra-overhead where different output CC blocks have to be flushed
and updated in the directory inside the hardware.

Figure 28: Elapsed time of OmpSs@FPGA version of Matrix Multiply with
AA block reuse in the inner-most loop and forcing execution of inner-most
loop tasks to be first.

Besides, Figure 29 shows a detailed execution trace of this configuration
for a 1536 × 1536 matrix size, where it can be observed that the amount
of input copies is reduced between the first task accelerated and the rest
of tasks. The first task accelerated within the accelerator (last row of the
timing view of Paraver) is one third bigger than the the rest of tasks accel-
erated. This is due to the AA block is not copied from the accelerator since it
already has it. In fact, looking at the detail of the execution time dedicated
to input copies, the original input copy execution time has been reduced
from 4022407 to 2741111 microseconds (1.5× reduction of input copies) in
the Relaxed Software-Hardware strategy.

In fact, looking at the detail of the execution time dedicated to input
copies we have reduced the original input copy execution time from 4022407
to 2741111 microseconds (1.5× reduction of input copies) in the Relaxed
Software-Hardware strategy. Figure 30 shows the overall execution time
dedicated to input data copies to internal BRAM of the accelerators. All
designs but Only-Hardware offer a significant reduction of the time dedicated
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Figure 29: Execution trace of the Matrix Multiply for the
Matmul ai taskwait case.

to input copies in the original version. The case of the Only-Hardware has
to be analyzed in detail but it may be due to the lack of two ready tasks at
the same time the Ready Task Queue.

Figure 30: Elapsed time of input copy data of block AA for all the tasks
accelerated in the FPGA.
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Figure 31 shows that results of original and the proposed designs are
similar. The reason is the same as the explained above for MatMul ai: there
is no way to ensure the order of the tasks execution, and then, the reuse of CC
block is not guaranteed. However, if the task execution is forced to reuse the
same block CC (see Figure 32) the performance improvement is significant.
Unlike the case of Figure 28, here it is being exploited the reuse of input
and also output of the SAME CC block in the same accelerator, meanwhile
above the outputs were not reused and then it increased the invalidation
and update overhead with the taskwaits. The average performance gain is
of up to 14% in the cases with large matrix sizes. Indeed, as the CC block
is an input/output parameter, the amount of input copies is reduced as it
happens above. Figure 33 shows the execution time of the input data copies
where it can be observed that the reduction is significant for all the designs
but Only-Hardware.

Figure 31: Elapsed time of OmpSs@FPGA version of Matrix Multiply with
CC block reuse in the inner-most loop but with execution order of tasks not
guaranteed.

The implemented designs have been tested for more than one accelerator
in order to explore the new features of the Aggressive Software-Hardware
functionalities. In those cases the performance results for both original and
the different designs are very similar. Having two accelerators, with not
data affinity scheduling policy at OmpSs runtime at accelerator level, tasks
are assigned based on availability, breaking the possibility of reusing data
already in an accelerator. Future work will be to include data affinity in
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Figure 32: Elapsed time of OmpSs@FPGA version of Matrix Multiply with
CC block reuse in the inner-most loop and forcing execution of inner-most
loop tasks to be first.

Figure 33: Elapsed time of input copy data of block CC for all the tasks
accelerated in the FPGA.

the scheduling policy or perform a hardware re-mapping of the scheduling
so that we map the task execution into the accelerator with the data.
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7.2 N-body

The baseline n-body algorithm is shown in Listing 7.3. Function solve body

call to calculate forces to update forces vector, and then, update the par-
ticules positions. In particular, we accelerate calculate forces function
making calculate forces BLOCK to be a task with target device FPGA. The
original version of function calculate forces helps to exploit data locality
of one b1 and f0 memory blocks over the rest of particles blocks.

1 void c a l c u l a t e f o r c e s ( f o r c e b l o c k t ∗ f o r c e s , p a r t i c l e s b l o c k t
∗ block1 , p a r t i c l e s b l o c k t ∗ block2 , const i n t s i z e )

2 {
3 i n t i , j ;
4 p a r t i c l e f p g a p t r t b1 ;
5 p a r t i c l e f p g a p t r t b2 ;
6 unsigned char ∗ s a f e ;
7 f o r ( i = 0 ; i < s i z e ; i++) {
8 f o r ( j = 0 ; j < s i z e ; j++) {
9 f o r c e f p g a p t r t f 0 = ( f o r c e f p g a p t r t ) ( f o r c e s+i ) ;

10 b1 = ( p a r t i c l e f p g a p t r t ) ( b lock1+i ) ;
11 b2 = ( p a r t i c l e f p g a p t r t ) ( b lock1+j ) ;
12 s a f e = ( unsigned char ∗) ( b1 == b2 ? 1 : 0) ;
13 calculate forces BLOCK ( f0 , b1 , b2 , s a f e ) ;
14 }
15 }
16 #pragma omp taskwai t
17 }
18

19 void so lve nbody ( p a r t i c l e s b l o c k t ∗ r e s t r i c t p a r t i c l e s ,
20 p a r t i c l e s b l o c k t ∗ r e s t r i c t tmp ,
21 f o r c e b l o c k t ∗ r e s t r i c t f o r c e s ,
22 const i n t n blocks ,
23 const i n t t imesteps ,
24 const f l o a t t ime i n t e r v a l ) {
25 i n t t ;
26 f o r ( t = 0 ; t < t imes teps ; t++) {
27 c a l c u l a t e f o r c e s ( f o r c e s , p a r t i c l e s , p a r t i c l e s , n b locks ) ;
28 upda t e p a r t i c l e s ( n blocks , p a r t i c l e s , f o r c e s ,

t ime i n t e r v a l ) ;
29 }
30 }

Listing 7.3: Tiled N-Body algorithm. Function calculate forces BLOCK

performs the computation of the forces of one block of particules agaisnt
another block of particules, and update the forces vector.
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7.2.1 Results

Figure 34 shows the overall execution time for the N-Body algorithm for
different input sizes (number of particles in x-axis) when using the original
version of Nanos++ runtime, or one of the four different designs explored
in this master thesis, all for one accelerator.

Figure 34: Execution Time of N-Body for the Original and proposed designs.

Like in the Matrix Mutltiply using taskwait to force the order of tasks,
Figure 34 also shows performance gain for the Relaxed Software-Hardware
and the Aggressive Software-Hardware versions. In those cases, it can take
care of the copy out and invalidation, that do not affect the accelerator it
already has the data, achieving more than 5% performance gain.

In the case of not using taskwait after the call, there is not way to
guarantee the consecutive execution of tasks reusing the same data entry in
the same accelerator. In that case, the execution time for the original and
new proposals are very similar.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and future work

Finally, this chapter will explain the different conclusions that have been
gathered from this master thesis. At the end, some future work that might
be useful for extending the work done is presented too.

Once the results have been analyzed for each implemented design, and
during all the process for the realization of this master thesis, there are
several conclusions that have been extracted. Some of them are not directly
connected to any specific design, but others depend on the design used and
its implementation.

For example, it has been seen that in problems like the one proposed
in this project the task affinity is very important. It can vary the perfor-
mance of the application substantially, like seen in the matrix multiplication
versions where it was forced the data reuse. Because of this, the solutions
proposed may not fit in all the applications, but may mean big improvements
on those where the same data is reused several times, such as Convolutional
Neural Networks.

Moreover, an improvement on the logic block diagram has been explored
with the utilization of different type of memories. The idea of having a
closer memory to be used as a cache between the accelerators would be
very beneficial for the purpose of this thesis, but it does not seem to be
possible since there may be different array partitioning on the data of the
accelerators. However, it has been demonstrated that BRAMs widths can
be augmented, which enhances the memory transfer time.

More in detail, each design explored has its benefits and drawbacks. Re-
garding the ones designed independently, the only-software allows a time
saving since the hardware does not need to be reconfigured. However, even
though it is usually better than the original design, the only-software one
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requires locks in several parts of Nanos++ that reduce the overall perfor-
mance. Furthermore, it is even worse when the FPGA acceleration is faster
than the task submission rate. Regarding the only-hardware, it depends too
much on the tasks that are ready in the readyQueue BRAM, and it will
never be possible to avoid output copies.

On the other hand, the hybrid designs are more flexible than the other
two, but at the same time they imply more overhead on the TaskManager.
The Aggressive software-hardware has been proved to be very beneficial in
those cases where input output arguments are executed with good affinity.
However, in those applications where this reuse is not so notorious, this
design provokes an overhead that is even worse when there are different
accelerators sharing data. For these cases, the Relaxed software-hardware
design seems to be more suitable, since it does not implies an excessive
overhead but is more flexible than the only-software and only-hardware ones.

To finalize, some enhancements that are beyond from this master thesis
has been thought to try to improve the designs presented. Regarding the
software part, as mentioned before, a better task scheduling could increase
the task affinity and imply an improvement on the different designs, specially
on the input output copies. Even more, it could be also designed a method
to try to reorder the ready tasks in the readyQueue BRAM. Besides, the way
the dataIn is accessed from Nanos++ in the Aggressive software-hardware
design could be enhanced with a Pearson hash to reduce the number of
accesses. Regarding the hardware part, the Aggressive software-hardware
design could be also improved by copying out faster the requested data, and
for example executing at the same time an FPGA task and a copy out task.
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